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Introduction and Objective
Semtech’s Sensor Application Conformance Test Bench (“Test Bench”) is an all-in-one package designed
to help you to create tests to verify the functionality of your LoRa®-based devices. For instance, you can
use the Conformance Test Bench to build tests for pre-certifying your sensors. The package consists of
both hardware and extensible testing software, including an easy-to-use interface for reporting and
understanding test results.
Note: This document assumes that you are familiar with developing for Raspberry Pi and have a working
knowledge of HTML and Python.

Features
The Test Bench supports test interruption and recovery. Because tests can take a long time to run, the
Test Bench can recover from its previous state if there is a power or internet outage. It also supports
testing multiple devices at the same time.
The Test Bench can be used in the following ways:



To test or qualify both the MAC and application layers
To verify the quality of the following aspects of your application:
o LoRaWAN® MAC implementation, basic functionality
o LoRaWAN MAC implementation, robustness
o Sensor application layer design
o Sensor application layer robustness
o Power consumption during long-term operation in status including, but not limited to,
transmission, reception, and sleeping

Additionally, the Test Bench can be used to build tests that check the following types of functionality:





Over-The-Air Activation (pre-joining behaviors)
MAC Command Verification (The response of the device under test (DUT) to typical MAC commands
from the network)
Normal Operation (The normal operation, power consumption, and stability of the DUT)
Application Layer Robustness (The behavior of the DUT in the event of a high packet error rate
(PER), frequency-selective channels, and other corner cases)

Use this guide to create tests with the Test Bench, or to expand the Test Bench by adding test cases.
Additionally, Semtech strongly recommends that you read the Sensor Application Conformance Test
Bench: User Guide, before you modify or expand the Test Bench.
This document is a reference guide for the design of the Test Bench, including both software and
hardware.
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Test Bench Design
The Test Bench operates between the gateway packet forwarder and the network server. The traffic
through both ends is routed to the Test Bench for processing.
Physically, the Test Bench runs on Linux-based machines, such as the Raspberry Pi microcomputer1. The
gateway concentrator hardware and packet forwarder software can be co-located with the Test Bench.
To measure power consumption, both an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) board and a current
measurement board are required.

Hardware Connections
Figure 1 illustrates how the hardware components are connected.
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Figure 1: Hardware Connections

Software Design
Figure 2 illustrates the Test Bench software design.

1

We used and tested Raspberry PI 3 Model B+. This Test Bench has not been tested using Raspberry Pi 4.
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Figure 2: Test Bench software design

1. Network Server (NS)
A LoRaWAN-compliant network server. This generates real-world network server responses. The
network server should support the interface between the network service and the Test Bench
controller (See the TBC/NS IF arrow in Figure 2.)
2. Proxy
A software module inserted directly between the Test Bench controller and the packet forwarder
user datagram protocol (UDP) stream. This module is used to encode and decode packets. It consists
of a packet decoder, packet encoder and an API handler.
2.1. Packet Encoder
A software module used to convert the LoRa packet JSON to an encrypted payload format.
2.2. Packet Decoder
A software module used to decode the LoRa packet to extract information, including frame
header information, payload information and all MAC command information. This data can be
stored in JSON format. For successful decoding of the data frames, the key information and
session information should be available to the proxy. All decoded packet information should
be stored in the database.
3. Test Controller
This is the primary Test Bench software module.
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3.1. Test Case Controller
Based on the test cases (sequences) stored in the database, the packet test case controller can
modify, block or generate extra packets in both uplinks and downlinks. You can extend this
software block for additional test cases.
4. Power Meter Driver
Software that feeds the current measurement results to the test controller and, ultimately, to
the data stored in the database.
5. Database
Stores all the non-volatile information in the test sequence. The database includes four data
tables:





Packet information
Session information
DUT information
A test sequence control table

6. Configurator
Uploads the configuration JSON to the test controller and generates a test sequence control
table in the database. The configurator can also handle device information.
7. Visualizer
A web server that generates graphic results based on the system commands. You can extend
this software based on your needs.
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Figure 3: Block Transition Diagram

Figure 3 shows the interaction of the different blocks that make up the Test Bench. This is an example of
how the blocks interact and communicate. The diagram shows an example of a device under test (DUT)
being provisioned and of a test sequence for testing “uplink” and “downlink” flows inside and outside
the Test Bench being assigned.
The flow steps for testing uplinks and downlinks are as follows:
1. The device sends an uplink via LoRaWAN to the Gateway. Typically, if the device is activated
over the air (OTAA), the first message would be a join request uplink. See the JoinJoin section of
this document for relevant test sequences.
2. The gateway then forwards the uplink via UDP to the proxy. For more information, see the
Software DesignSoftware Design section.
3. The proxy updates the database with information about the uplink and pulls test information.
This communication is conducted via an SQL query.
4. The proxy then sends the uplink via UDP to the test controller. For more information, see the
Test Bench Controller (TBC)/Proxy InterfaceTest Bench Controller (TBC)/Proxy Interface section.
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5. The Test Bench Controller pulls test data from the database and updates the sequence data in
the database.
6. The Test Bench Controller returns the uplink, along with the test information, to the proxy via
UDP. For more information, see the Test Bench Controller (TBC)/Proxy InterfaceTest Bench
Controller (TBC)/Proxy Interface section.
7. Next, the proxy updates the database via an SQL query with uplink plus test information.
8. The Proxy forwards the original uplink to the network server via UDP.
9. The network server then responds to the proxy with the pertinent downlink via UDP.
10. Once again, the proxy updates the database as described in Step 3 above. This time, the
database is updated with the downlink information.
11. The proxy forwards the downlink to the Test Bench Controller via UDP. For more information,
see the Test Bench Controller (TBC)/Proxy InterfaceTest Bench Controller (TBC)/Proxy Interface
section.
12. The Test Bench Controller communicates with the database as in Step 5.
13. Next, the Test Bench Controller sends the downlink information and the test information to the
proxy using UDP. For more information, see the Test Bench Controller (TBC)/Proxy InterfaceTest
Bench Controller (TBC)/Proxy Interface section.
14. The proxy updates the database as in Step 7.
15. The proxy then forwards the original downlink to the gateway through UDP. For more
information, see the Software DesignSoftware Design section.
16. The gateways then send the downlink to the device using the LoRaWAN protocol. Typically
these kind of messages are MAC commands. You can find such tests in the MAC CommandMAC
Command section.
17. The Visualizer can refresh data from the database at any time during the flow. It pulls the data
via SQL query and publishes it using HTML. For more information see the Result Output
FormatResult Output Format section.

Interface Design
Configurator API
The Test Bench configuration and device information are stored in two database tables:


Device information
This table stores information about the device, including the Device EUI (DevEUI), information
about its keys (application key, network key), Join EUI (JoinEUI), and region information.



Test case configurations
This table stores the test case information, including the test category and sub-category, the
related configurations, parameters, progress, and all timestamps (e.g. test case adding time, test
sequence start time and finish time).
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Device Configurations
 URL: /device


Adding devices: POST method

Request body:
List of dictionaries of devices to be added.
Each dictionary must contain these keywords: DevEUI, AppKey, NwkKey and Region.
Request body example:
[
{
"DevEui":
"AppKey":
"NwkKey":
"region":

"0000000000000000",
"00000000000000000000000000000000",
"00000000000000000000000000000000",
"US"

}
]

Adding duplicate devices will remove the previous device. Only one DevEUI should appear in the
database.


Listing devices: GET method



Deleting devices: DELETE method

Request body:
List of dictionaries of rowid. The rowid can be obtained by using the GET method.
Request body example:
[
{
"rowid": 2
},
{
"rowid": 3
}
]

If passing all as the body in the DELETE method, all device information will be deleted; for example:
all

Test Case Configurations
As with the device configuration APIs, the POST, GET and DELETE methods are supported.
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URL: /sequence



Adding the test case: POST method

Request Body:
List of dictionaries of devices to be added.
Each dictionary must contain these keywords: DevEUI, Cat, SubCat, Criteria, and Parameter. Optional
keyword: Config.
Request body example:
[
{
"DevEui":"D92426DBD92426DB",
"Cat":"downlink",
"SubCat":"timing",
"Criteria":"count",
"Parameter":22,
"Config":{
"Step":3,
"Datr":3
}
}
]

o

DevEUI: The device EUI of the DUT.

o

Cat: The category of the test case.

o

SubCat: The sub-category of the test case.

o

Criteria: The test case termination criteria; all test cases support count, some support time.
If the sequence supports count, it runs for a certain number of uplink packets (defined by
Parameter). If a test case supports time, it runs for a certain amount of time, in seconds,
defined by Parameter.

o

Parameter: The number of packets of duration, in seconds, of the test case.

o

Config: The optional configuration field. It is only applicable to selected test cases.



Listing test cases: GET method



Deleting test cases: DELETE method

Request body:
List of dictionaries of rowid. The rowid can be obtained from the list method.
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Request body example:
[
{
"rowid": 2
},
{
"rowid": 3
}
]

If passing all as the body in the DELETE method, all device information will be deleted; for example:
all

Result Output Format
The results are generated in HTML and open in a new window.
For detailed information, see the Sensor Application Conformance Test Bench: User Guide.

Test Bench Internal Interfaces
Test Bench Controller (TBC)/Proxy Interface
The traffic between the Test Bench controller and the proxy is exchanged by UDP packets. The payload
of these packets are JSON streams.
All physical parameters are present in the JSON file, as is the decoded packet information, which is
stored in a sub-dictionary named JSON. Like the packet forwarder interface, the first four bytes of the
UDP payload represent software version, token, and identifier. We have also defined another identifier,
0x06, for the UDP traffic between the Test Bench controller and the proxy server.
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JSON example:
{
"rxpk": {
"tmst": 2812804266,
"chan": 5,
"rfch": 1,
"freq": 903.3,
"stat": 1,
"modu": "LORA",
"datr": "SF10BW125",
"codr": "4\/5",
"lsnr": 10.8,
"rssi": -94,
"size": 23,
"data": "AAAAAAAAAAAAReq6FUXquhUOJ\/J3hnQ=",
"json": {
"MType": "000",
"Major": "0",
"DevEui": "0000000000000000",
"MIC": "f2778674",
"JoinEUI": "0000000000000000",
"DevNonce": "0e27"
}
}
}



JSON: Carries the information that will be decoded or encoded.
If FCnt in the JSON domain is -1, the proxy will use downlink frame counters that are not valid.
These frame counters are required for some test cases.



Size: Length of the physical layer payload, if the size is -1, the proxy will encode the packet.
Otherwise, the proxy will pass the payload carried in the data field without encoding the
content.

Test Bench Controller / Network Server Interface
The Test Bench controller should be able to communicate with a network server using a standard
interface for certain functions, such as provisioning devices. This interface should be supported by all
golden network server candidates.
Note: This interface is not implemented in this Version 1 release.
Test Bench Controller / Power Meter Interface
This interface exchanges power measurement data between the power meter module and the main
Test Bench controller.
This interface is handled by internal file buffer and exchanges.
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Test Bench Controller / Gateway Interface
This interface handles gateway controlling activities. No automatic interface is currently implemented.
However, you can still control the gateway. To do this, log in as the host and manually modify the local
configuration file.

Test Case Design
Note: The built-in test cases are not exhaustive. You can expand the Test Bench based on your needs.

Join
Pre-Join Tests
 Cat: join
 SubCat: deny
 Criteria: count or time
 No configuration is supported
For pre-join tests:
1. Before starting the test, make sure that the DUT has not joined the network.
2. During the first <X>2 seconds or <X> join accept packets, the test controller should ignore the
join request packet sent by the DUT.
3. The test controller should forward the next join accept packet.
The Test Bench will check to determine whether:
 The DUT is transmitting the join request packet messages on both 125 kHz channels at a data
rate (DR) of DR0 and on 500 kHz channels at a data rate of DR4. These channels are selected
randomly from the eight monitored channels.


Multiple 125 kHz channels are being used.



The join nonce is either a random value or counter value, and it will also verify that no duplicates
occur during the test.



Each of the successive join request packets is sent using a random back-off mechanism.



When a test has run for an hour or more, after starting or resetting, the aggregated transmission
time is less than 36 seconds, as it should be.

Join Accept with MIC Error
 Cat: join
 SubCat: mic
 Criteria: count or time
 No configuration is supported

2

In all sequence steps, <X> is the parameter setting.
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Steps:
1. Before starting the test, make sure that the DUT has not joined the network.
2. During the first <X> seconds or <X> join accept packets, the test controller should generate the
Join Accept packet with an incorrect MIC value.
The Test Bench will check to determine whether:
 The DUT ignores all join accept packets that have a MIC error and continue joining the network,
as it should.
Join Accept with Rx2
 Cat: join
 SubCat: Rx2
 Criteria: count
 No configuration is supported
Steps:
1. Before starting the test, make sure that the DUT has not joined the network.
2. During the first <X> seconds or <X> join accept packets, if the DUT generates a join request
packet, the test controller should generate a join accept packet and transmit in Rx2.
The Test Bench will check to determine whether:
 The DUT can join the network through Rx2.

MAC Command
LinkADRReq
1.1.1.1.1

Channel mask

1.1.1.1.1.1 125 kHz Channel Plan
 Cat: mac
 SubCat: mask_125
 Criteria: count
 Parameter: even number
 No configuration is supported
Steps:
1. Before starting the test, make sure that the DUT has joined the network.
2. Send an Adaptive Data Rate (ADR) request to change the channel mask to channel 0, 1, 2, or 3.
Disable 500 kHz channels.
3. Receive <X>/2 packets.
4. Send an ADR request to change the channel mask to channel 0-8.
5. Receive <X>/2 packets.
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The Test Bench will check to determine whether:
 The DUT sends out a channel mask acknowledgment after each LinkADRReq command.


The DUT uses the masked channels as instructed in the ADR command.

1.1.1.1.1.2 500 kHz Channel Plan
 Cat: mac
 SubCat: mask_500
 Criteria: count
 Parameter: even number
 No configuration is supported
Steps:
1. Before starting the test, make sure that the DUT has joined the network.
2. Send an ADR request to change the channel mask to channel 64, DR4.
3. Receive <X>/2 packets.
4. Send an ADR request to change the channel mask to channel 0-8, DR0.
5. Receive <X>/2 packets.
The Test Bench will check to determine whether:
 The DUT sends an acknowledgment after each LinkADRReq command.


The DUT uses the masked channels as instructed via the ADR command.

1.1.1.1.2 Tx Power Control
 Cat: mac
 SubCat: tx_power
 Criteria: count
 Parameter: multiple of six
 No configuration is supported
Steps:
1. Before starting the test, make sure that the DUT has joined the network.
2. Send an ADR request to reduce the transmission (Tx) power by 4 dB, starting from 30 dBm.
3. Receive <X>/6 packets.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the next Tx power is lower than 10 dBm.
5. Return the Tx power to zero.
The Test Bench will check to determine whether:
 The DUT sends an acknowledgment after each LinkADRReq command.


The DUT does not use more transmission power than 23 dBm. If the ADR command instructs the
device to use more than 23 dBm, the DUT should not configure itself.
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The DUT can adjust the Tx power as instructed in the ADR command.

1.1.1.1.3 DR Control
 Cat: mac
 SubCat: dr
 Criteria: count
 Parameter: even number
 No configuration is supported
Steps:
1. Before starting the test, make sure that the DUT has joined the network.
2. Send an ADR request to change the data rate to 3.
3. Receive <X>/2 packets.
4. Send an ADR request to change the data rate to 0.
5. Receive <X>/2 packets.
The Test Bench will check to determine whether:
 The DUT sends an acknowledgment after each LinkADRReq command.


The DUT adjusted the data rate as instructed in the ADR command.

1.1.1.1.4 Redundancy Control
 Cat: mac
 SubCat: redundancy
 Criteria: count
 Parameter: even number
 No configuration is supported
Steps:
1. Before starting the test, make sure that the DUT has joined the network.
2. Send an ADR request to change the redundancy to 3.
3. Receive <X>/2 packets.
4. Send an ADR request to change the redundancy to 1.
5. Receive <X>/2 packets.
The Test Bench will check to determine whether:
 The DUT sends an acknowledgment after each LinkADRReq command.


The DUT adjusted the redundancy as instructed in the ADR command.
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DevStatusReq
 Cat: mac
 SubCat: status
 Criteria: count or time
 No configuration is supported.
Steps:
1. Before starting the test, make sure that the DUT has joined the network.
2. Send the DevStatusReq command.
3. Receive the next uplink.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3.
The Test Bench will check to determine whether:
 The DUT sends out a DevStatusAns for each DevStatusReq.
RXParamSetupReq
1.1.1.1.5 Rx1DRoffset
 Cat: mac
 SubCat: rx_para_rx1dro
 Criteria: count
 Parameter: even number
 No configuration is supported
Steps:
1. Before starting the test, make sure that the DUT has joined the network.
2. Send RXParamSetupReq to change the RX1DRoffset to 3.
3. Receive <X>/2 packets and generate a confirmed downlink for each uplink.
4. Send RXParamSetupReq to change the RX1DRoffset to zero, through Rx1
5. Receive <X>/2 packets and generate a confirmed downlink for each uplink.
The Test Bench will check to determine whether:
 The DUT sends out RXParamSetupAns.


The DUT can receive all downlink packets.

1.1.1.1.6 RX2DataRate
 Cat: mac
 SubCat: rx_para_rx2dr
 Criteria: count
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Parameter: even number
No configuration is supported

Steps:
1. Before starting the test, make sure that the DUT has joined the network.
2. Send RXParamSetupReq to change the RX2DataRate to 13.
3. Receive <X>/2 packets and generate a confirmed downlink for each uplink.
4. Send RXParamSetupReq to change the RX2DataRate to eight, through Rx2.
5. Receive <X/2> packets and generate a confirmed downlink for each uplink.
The Test Bench will check to determine whether:
 The DUT sends out RXParamSetupAns.


The DUT can receive all downlink packets.

1.1.1.1.7 RX2 Frequency
 Cat: mac
 SubCat: rx_para_rx2freq
 Criteria: count
 Parameter: even number
 No configuration is supported

Steps:
1. Before starting the test, make sure that the DUT has joined the network.
2. Send RXParamSetupReq to change the Rx2 Frequency to 923.9 MHz.
3. Receive <X>/2 packets and generate a confirmed downlink for each uplink.
4. Send RXParamSetupReq to change the Rx2 Frequency to 923.3 MHz, through Rx2.
5. Receive <X>/2 packets and generate a confirmed downlink for each uplink.
The Test Bench will check to determine whether:
 The DUT sends out RXParamSetupAns.


The DUT can receive all downlink packets.

RXTimingSetupReq
 Cat: mac
 SubCat: rx_timing
 Criteria: count
Sensor Application Conformance Test Bench:
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Parameter: even number
No configuration is supported

Steps:
1. Before starting the test, make sure that the DUT has joined the network.
2. Send RXParamSetupReq to change the delay to 5.
3. Receive <X/2> packets and generate a confirmed downlink for each uplink.
4. Send RXParamSetupReq to change the delay to 1.
5. Receive <X/2> packets and generate a confirmed downlink for each uplink.

The Test Bench will check to determine whether:
 The DUT sends out RXTimingSetupAns.


The DUT can receive all downlink packets.

MAC command(s) in the App-Payload (FRMPayload)
 Cat: mac
 SubCat: payload
 Criteria: count
 No configuration is supported
Steps:
1. Before starting the test, make sure that the DUT has joined the network.
2. Send DevStatusReq in the frame payload using port 0 on the frame payload.
3. Receive the next uplink.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3.
The Test Bench will check to determine whether:
 The DUT sends out DevStatusAns.

Normal Operations
Channel Plan and Usage
 Cat: normal
 SubCat: normal
 Criteria: count or time
 Config: You can choose one of three sets of configuration options
1. No configuration. The Test Bench will not change the reported RSSI and SNR.
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2. A dictionary of SNR and RSSI attenuations. The Test Bench will apply the configured
attenuation to the reported RSSI and SNR.
Example:
"Config": {
"Attn_lsnr": 5,
"Attn_rssi": 30
}

3. A dictionary of SNR and RSSI values. The Test Bench will apply the configured value to the
reported RSSI and SNR.
Example:
"Config": {
"Set_lsnr": -20,
"Set_rssi": -120
}

Steps:
1. Before starting the test, make sure that the DUT has joined the network.
2. All uplink and downlink packets will be forwarded to their destinations (network server and
packet forwarder, correspondingly) without modification from the Test Bench. The reported
uplink SNR and RSSI can be modified based on the configuration.
The Test Bench will check to determine whether:
 The DUT randomly hops between all channels.
 The DUT uses increasing frame numbers.
Handling the Confirmed Downlink
 Cat: downlink
 SubCat: confirmed
 Criteria: count or time
 No configuration is supported
Steps:
1. Before starting the test, make sure that the DUT has joined the network.
2. During the next downlink window, send a confirmed downlink frame to the DUT.
3. Wait for the next uplink.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3.
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The Test Bench will check to determine whether:
 The DUT acknowledges all frames.
Handling the Frame Counters
 Cat: downlink
 SubCat: cnt
 Criteria: count or time
 No configuration is supported
Steps:
1. Before starting the test, make sure that the DUT has joined the network.
2. During the next downlink window, send a confirmed downlink frame to the DUT with an FCnt
that is not valid (i.e. an FCnt smaller than the current one).
3. Wait for the next uplink.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3.
The Test Bench will check to determine whether:
 The DUT ignores the frame.
Receive Window Frequency Tolerance
 Cat: downlink
 SubCat: freq
 Criteria: count
 Parameter: multiple of 11
 Config: a dictionary of the data rate tested and the step size. The test will sweep from stepSize*(-5) to stepSize*(5). stepSize is in kHz.
Example:
"Config": {
"Step": 4,
"Datr": 3
}

Steps:
1. Before starting the test, make sure that the DUT has joined the network.
2. From step_size*(-5) to step_size*(5), ping the DUT with a confirmed downlink in Rx1. Each step
is tested with x/11 packets.
The Test Bench will check to determine whether:
 The DUT can receive and acknowledge the downlink packet, for 0 frequency offset.


The tolerance of the Packet Error Rate (PER < 5%) is greater than zero.
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Receive Timing Tolerance
 Cat: downlink
 SubCat: timing
 Criteria: count
 Parameter: multiple of 11
 Config: a dictionary of the data rate tested and the step size. The test will sweep from stepSize*(5) to stepSize*(5). stepSize is in ms.
Example:
"Config": {
"Step": 20,
"Datr": 0
}

Steps:
1. Before starting the test, make sure that the DUT has joined the network.
2. From step_size*(-5) to step_size*(5), ping the DUT with a confirmed downlink in Rx1. Each step
is tested with x/11 packets.
The Test Bench will check to determine whether:
 The DUT can receive and acknowledge the downlink packet, for zero timing offset.


The tolerance of PER < 5% is greater than zero.

Downlink MIC Check
 Cat: downlink
 SubCat: mic
 Criteria: count or time
 No configuration is supported
Steps:
1. Before starting the test, make sure that the DUT has joined the network.
2. The controller will generate confirmed downlink frames with the wrong MIC.
3. Repeat step 2.
The Test Bench will check to determine whether:
 The DUT ignores all the wrong MIC frames without ACK for these packets, which are not valid.

Application Layer Robustness Test
The tests that follow are available, however, they are not automatically validated. It is the responsibility
of the user to determine whether or not the device behavior is as expected.
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Operation Under Large Channel PER
 Cat: normal
 SubCat: per
 Criteria: count or time
 Config: a dictionary of uplink and downlink PER
Example:
"Config": {
"Up": 20,
"Down": 20
}

Steps:
1. Before starting the test, make sure that the DUT has joined the network.
2. During this test, the test controller blocks a certain portion of the uplink packets and blocks a
certain portion of downlink packets. The probability of blocking is determined by the
uplink/downlink PER defined in Config.
Operation with Blocked Channels
 Cat: normal
 SubCat: block
 Criteria: count or time
 Config: a dictionary of channel frequency and packets. If the frequency is not in the
configuration dictionary, the PER defaults to zero.
Example:
"Config": {
902.3: 80,
902.5: 80
}

Steps:
1. Before starting the test, make sure that the DUT has joined the network.
2. During this test, the test controller blocks a certain number of packets in both uplink and
downlink using the configured channels.

Expanding Test Cases
The Test Bench supports expanding the test cases.
To expand the test cases used with the Test Bench, you will need the test-case-specific codes that are
available in the following source files:
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ext_sequency.py
This file stores the test sequence for the test case with a specific name.
ext_verification.py
This file stores all functions to validate whether a specific device passes a specific test case.



Test Case Expansion
To expand or add another user-defined test case, add a function in the test sequence script. Format the
function name as: sequence_<Cat>_<SubCat>(pkt, conn=None).
The following is an example of the test sequence definition function for the join mic error test:
1. def sequence_join_mic(pkt, conn=None):
2.
if pkt["json"]["MType"] == "000":
3.
conn.execute("UPDATE schedule SET CurrentPara=CurrentPara+1 WHERE
rowid = (?)", (pkt["test"]['rowid'],))
4.
conn.commit()
5.
return pkt
6.
if pkt["json"]["MType"] == "001":
7.
pkt["json"]["mic"] = ('%08x' % random.randint(0, 2 ** 32 - 1)).low
er()
8.
pkt["size"] = -1
9.
return pkt
10.
11.
conn.execute(
12.
"UPDATE schedule SET FinishTime=(?) WHERE rowid = (?)",
13.
(time.time(), pkt["test"]['rowid']))
14.
conn.commit()
15.
16.
return pkt

The following is example code for the MAC 125 kHz channel mask test:
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1. def sequence_mac_mask_125(pkt, conn=None):
2.
if pkt["json"]["MType"] in ["000", "001"]:
3.
return pkt
4.
5.
pkt["json"]["MAC Commands"] = []
6.
pkt["json"]["FOpts"] = ""
7.
if pkt["json"]["FPort"] == 0:
8.
pkt["json"]["FPort"] = -1
9.
pkt["size"] = -1
10.
11.
if pkt["json"]["MType"] in ["010", "100"]:
12.
conn.execute("UPDATE schedule SET CurrentPara=CurrentPara+1 WHERE
rowid = (?)", (pkt["test"]['rowid'],))
13.
conn.commit()
14.
if pkt["test"]["CurrentPara"] in [0, pkt["test"]["Parameter"] / 2]
:
15.
pkt["json"]["MType"] = "100"
16.
return pkt
17.
18.
if pkt["json"]["MType"] in ["011", "101"]:
19.
dr = datrLUT[pkt["json"]["region"]]["down"][pkt["datr"]] - 10
20.
if pkt["test"]["CurrentPara"] == 1:
21.
pkt["json"]["MAC Commands"] = [{"NbTrans": 0, "DataRate": dr,
"TXPower": 0, "ChMask": "0000111100000000",
22.
"Command": "LinkADRReq", "ChMa
skCntl": 0}]
23.
pkt["json"]["FOpts"] = "03%x00f0000" % dr
24.
if pkt["test"]["CurrentPara"] == pkt["test"]["Parameter"] / 2 + 1:
25.

pkt["json"]["MAC Commands"] = [{"NbTrans": 0, "DataRate": 0, "
TXPower": 0, "ChMask": "1111111100000000",
26.
"Command": "LinkADRReq", "ChMa
skCntl": 0}]
27.
pkt["json"]["FOpts"] = "03%x0ff0000" % dr
28.
return pkt

Important Information:



The function name should be sequence_<Cat>_<SubCat>(pkt, conn=None).
The function should take two input parameters (pkt, conn) and generate one return value (pkt).
o conn is the database connection.
o The input parameter, pkt, contains all the physical layer and MAC layer information.
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“pkt” Example:
1. {
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22. }








"tmst": 2812804266,
"chan": 5,
"rfch": 1,
"freq": 903.3,
"stat": 1,
"modu": "LORA",
"datr": "SF10BW125",
"codr": "4\/5",
"lsnr": 10.8,
"rssi": -94,
"size": 23,
"data": "AAAAAAAAAAAAReq6FUXquhUOJ\/J3hnQ=",
"json": {
"MType": "000",
"Major": "0",
"DevEui": "0000000000000000",
"MIC": "f2778674",
"JoinEUI": "0000000000000000",
"DevNonce": "0e27"
}

If the function returns null, the proxy will block the packet in the uplink (to a network server) or
in the downlink (to a packet forwarder).
All test information is stored in pkt[test], including the current parameter, for all configurations.
If pkt[size] = -1, the proxy encodes the packet based on the information stored in the pkt[json].
Otherwise the proxy will pass the data field (to either the network server or the packet
forwarder) without encoding it.
In this version of the Test Bench, the proxy and controller cannot generate downlink frames. To
generate a downlink frame of a specific function, the Test Bench follows these steps:
1. When it receives an uplink packet, the Test Bench should modify the “message”
property type to “confirmed uplink”.
2. The network server will generate a downlink frame acknowledging the uplink.
3. The Test Bench can modify this downlink frame and achieve any test functions requiring
downlinks.
The current proxy version does not support MAC command encoding. Therefore, the sequence
function needs to specify the pkt[json][FOpts]. When you design MAC commands, the proxy can
automatically calculate the FOpts length.

Function Expansion Verification
To display whether or not the DUT passes the test sequence, add a function in the verification script on
the Results display page. You can also add more visualization components in HTML format on the
Results display page. For example:
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1. def
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

verify_join_deny(packets, response):
html = ""
dev_nonce = []
toa = 0
datr = []
passed_tests = 0
packets = [packet for packet in packets if packet["json"]["MType"] == "000"]
if not packets:
return "Device already joined <hr>", -2
# generate a table showing nonce, eui and physical layer information.
html_table = '<html><table border="1"><tr>'
for key in ["DevNonce", "JoinEUI", "Time", "freq", "datr", "toa"]:
html_table += "<th>" + key + "</th>"
html_table += "</tr>"

freq_125 = []
for packet in packets:
if packet["json"]["MType"] == "000":
html_table += "<tr>"
for key in ["DevNonce", "JoinEUI", "Time", "freq", "datr", "toa"]:
if key in ["Time"]:
html_table += "<td>{}</td>".format(str(datetime.fromtimestam
p(packet["time"]))[:-7])
28.
if key in ["freq", "datr", "toa"]:
29.
html_table += "<td>{}</td>".format(str(packet[key]))
30.
if key in ["DevNonce", "JoinEUI"]:
31.
html_table += "<td>{}</td>".format(str(packet["json"][key]))
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

dev_nonce.append(packet["json"]["DevNonce"])
datr.append(packet["datr"])
toa += packet["toa"]
if packet["datr"].find("125") >= 0 and packet["freq"] not in freq_12
5:

38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.

freq_125.append(packet["freq"])
html_table += "</tr>"
html_table += "</table></html>"
Different_DevNonce = len(list(set(dev_nonce))) >= 1
Duplicate_DevNonce = len(list(set(dev_nonce))) != len(dev_nonce)
dc = toa / (packets[-1]["time"] - packets[0]["time"]) * 100
bw500_Used = ("SF8BW500" in datr)
multiple_bw125 = len(freq_125) > 1
#generate a table displaing different test points.
html, passed = generate_passed_table([("Different DevNonce", Different_DevNo
nce, Different_DevNonce),
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52.

("Duplicate DevNonce", Duplicate_DevNo
nce, not Duplicate_DevNonce),

53.
54.

("Duty cycle", dc, True),
("500kHz channel Used", bw500_Used, bw
500_Used),

55.

("Multiple 125kHz channel used", multi
ple_bw125, multiple_bw125)])

56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

html += "<br>Details<br>"
html += html_table
html += "<hr>"
return html, int(passed)*2-1

Important Information about the Example Code:


The function name should be verify_<Cat>_<SubCat>(packets, test).
o Packets is a list of pkts related to this test, for both uplink and downlink.
 Uplink: The received uplink packets from the DUT. Even if some uplink packets are
blocked and not forwarded to the network, these packets will still be on this list.
 Downlink: Contains the packets transmitted to the DUT. If some downlink packets are
blocked and not transmitted by the gateway, these packets will not be on the list.
o conn is the database connection.
 Return value. The function returns two parameters: HTML string and int.
o If the int value is 1, the DUT passed the sequence test defined in the function.
o If the int value is -1, the DUT failed the sequence test defined in the function.

Software Validation
Table 1 below represents the results of a validation process for two test cases: “join deny” and “join
mic,” both running 50 iterations and passing each iteration. This is evidence that these tests cases can
be replicated and repeatedly executed by the end user.
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Table 1: Test Bench Validation Results

The validation was performed with an automated script that turns off the DUT, sends the cURL
command for the test case, turns on the DUT, and repeats the process in every iteration. The format for
these commands can be found in the Sensor Application Conformance Test Bench: User Guide

Known Limitations
Implementation limitations


This first version supports only Class A LoRa-based devices.



This first version is based on LoRaWAN V1.0.3 and should be compatible with V1.0.4 with minor
updates.



The first version applies only to the US and EU regions.



Generating results can be slow due to performance limitations from the host.

Measurement accuracy


The RSSI accuracy of a gateway limits the accuracy of RF power measurements.
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The shunt resistor and ADC accuracy limit the accuracy of power consumption measurements.



If the current consumption is high, the measurement is displayed as slightly higher than the
actual consumption, due to the hardware design.



The measurement of the current sensing board is accurate within 10 percent.

Validation limitations


The validation of all the available test cases was not possible. The test cases that have not been
validated have a precondition that devices be joined with the network prior to running the test.
This precondition has not been automated for this first version.

References
1. LoRaWAN 1.0.3 Specification3
2. LoRaWAN 1.0.3 Regional Parameters4
3. LoRa_End_Device_Certification_US902-928_V1_3.pdf
4. LoRa Device Implementation Guide, by Machine Q

3
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Important Notice
Information relating to this product and the application or design described herein is believed to be reliable,
however such information is provided as a guide only and Semtech assumes no liability for any errors in this
document, or for the application or design described herein. Semtech reserves the right to make changes to the
product or this document at any time without notice. Buyers should obtain the latest relevant information
before placing order and should verify that such information is current and complete. Semtech warrants
performance of its products to the specifications applicable at the time of sale, and all sales are made in
accordance with Semtech's standard terms and conditions of sale.
SEMTECH PRODUCTS ARE NOT DESIGNED, INTENDED, AUTHORIZED OR WARRANTED TO BE SUITABLE FOR USE
IN LIFE-SUPPORT APPLICATIONS, DEVICES OR SYSTEMS, OR IN NUCLEAR APPLICATIONS IN WHICH THE FAILURE
COULD BE REASONABLY EXPECTED TO RESULT IN PERSONAL INJURY, LOSS OF LIFE OR SEVERE PROPERTY OR
ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE. INCLUSION OF SEMTECH PRODUCTS IN SUCH APPLICATIONS IS UNDERSTOOD TO
BE UNDERTAKEN SOLELY AT THE CUSTOMER'S OWN RISK. Should a customer purchase or use Semtech products
for any such unauthorized application, the consumer shall indemnify and hold Semtech and its officers,
employees, subsidiaries, affiliates, and distributors harmless against all claims, costs, damages and attorney fees
which could arise.
The Semtech name and logo are registered trademarks of the Semtech Corporation. All other trademarks and
trade names mentioned may be marks and names of Semtech or their respective companies. Semtech reserves
the right to make changes to, or discontinue any products described in this document without further notice.
Semtech makes no warranty, representation guarantee, express or implied, regarding the suitability of its
products for any particular purpose. All rights reserved.
©Semtech 2020
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